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Teaching and Research Fields:
Primary field: Financial Economics
Secondary fields: Econometrics, Macroeconomics

Teaching Experience:
Fall 2014
Advanced Topics in Macroeconomics, Harvard University, teaching fellow for
Professor Gabriel Chodorow-Reich

Research Experience and Other Employment:
Summer 2010
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Summer Analyst- Research Assistant
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Roger Martin Award for Excellence in Doctoral Research, Harvard Business School
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Research Papers:
“Safety Transformation and the Structure of the Financial System” (Job Market Paper)
This paper develops a model of how the financial system is organized to most effectively create safe assets
and analyzes its implications for asset prices, capital structure, and macroeconomic policy. In my model,
financial intermediaries choose to invest in the lowest risk assets available in order to issue safe liabilities
while minimizing their reliance on equity financing. Although households and intermediaries can trade
the same assets, in equilibrium all debt securities are owned by intermediaries, while equities are owned
by households. The resulting market segmentation explains the low risk anomaly in equity markets and
the credit spread puzzle in debt markets and determines the optimal leverage of the non-financial sector.
An increase in the demand for safe assets causes an expansion of the financial sector and extension of
riskier credit- a subprime boom. Quantitative easing increases the supply of safe assets, leading to a
compression of risk premia in debt markets, a deleveraging of the non-financial sector, and an increase in
output when monetary policy is constrained. In a quantitative calibration, the segmentation of debt and
equity markets is considerably more severe when intermediaries are poorly capitalized.
“Latent Indices in Assortative Matching Models” (with Nikhil Agarwal), accepted, Quantitative
Economics
A large class of two-sided matching models that include both transferable and non-transferable utility
result in positive assortative matching along a latent index. Data from matching markets, however, may
not exhibit perfect assortativity due to the presence of unobserved characteristics. This paper studies the
identification and estimation of such models. We show that the distribution of the latent index is not
identified when data from one-to-one matches are observed. Remarkably, the model is non-parametrically
identified using data in a single large market when each agent on one side has at least two matched
partners. The additional empirical content in many-to-one matches can be illustrated using simulated data
and stylized examples. We then derive asymptotic properties of a minimum distance estimator as the size
of the market increases, allowing estimation using dependent data from a single large matching market.
The nature of the dependence requires modification of existing empirical process techniques to obtain a
limit theorem.
Work in Progress:
“Nominal Safe Asset Creation and Currency Choice in Debt Markets”

